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start cutting here (grown-ups only)
PRINT INSTRUCTIONS
1) Print on A4 Paper 80gsm
2) Print as “Fit to Media/Page”
3) Print as “Double Sided”
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Instructions
01

Lay penguin belly up, then fold
corner to corner along line (a), as
diagram.

(b)

02

Fold one side of triangle along
dotted line (c).
(c)

Repeat on the opposite side to
create the penguin wings.

Make a crease along line (b) in
both directions, then unfold

(a)

The beak line should meet along
the edge.

Open it up into a square and fold
again in the opposite direction.

03

Fold along dotted line (d), the
corner should just pass the edge
of the paper.
(d)

04

(e)

Fold both sides of beak along
dotted line (e) in one direction.
Turn over and fold in the
opposite direction.

Turn over and repeat.

Open back up to the original
position.

05

Open triangle up along line (a) to
form a diamond shape.
(f)

(g)

Fold down along line (f ) so beak
point touches line (a).
Fold upward along line (g), orange
beak, shown in circle diagram.

07

06

Fold centre line (a) and
outside reverse fold line (e)
simultaneously.
Can be awkward, so ensure folds
are creased well.
The head should now be either
side of the body and the wings
exposed.

Inside reverse fold lines (b), (already creased in
step 1), by pushing through centre of penguin as
shown in circle.

(b)

08

Your Chilli Penguin is complete!
Name your penguin and show them off, we love pictures of
the penguins on their adventures … or looking cosy at home.

